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Super sharp turns just
like on the bike!

Steering by moving your body

WHY A STREET-X?

Are you looking for a really different and cool go-kart? Then the BERG 
Street-X is definitely for you! With this unique product you don’t steer 
by moving your arms or hands, but by moving your entire body. This 
action is inspired by the movement you make when riding a motorbike 
or in a racing car.

The Street-X is equipped with pneumatic tyres which ensure optimum 
comfort. The integrated BFR hub also lets you pedal easily.

1. BFR-SYSTEM

The BERG Street-X is equipped with 
a unique BFR hub. This lets you pedal 

forwards and backwards easily, and you 
have a coaster brake. You can switch from 

pedalling forwards to backwards in one 
action. This ensures maximum safety.

The BF hub has a freewheel feature. 
This means that the pedals don’t 

keep turning while the go-kart is on 
the move and you have stopped 

pedalling. This ensures a safe ride.

• BFR-system. Easy, fast and safe!
• Unique steering by moving your whole body
• Hand protectors for additional safety
• Adjustable seat
• Durable steel frame
• Extra grip and comfort thanks to the pneumatic tyres
• Suitable for children between the ages of 4 and 12
• CE certified
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BERG STREET-X
Sturen door je lichaam te bewegen

Super sharp turns just
like on the bike!

2. UNIQUE STEERING

Experience a whole new way of steering by moving your entire body. 
This movement lets you feel like you’re riding a motorbike. The faster 
you go, the greater it feels.

3. HAND PROTECTORS

The BERG Street-X is equipped with special hand protectors 
which prevent you getting hurt on the knuckles and hands 
if you touch something accidentally. These protectors also 
provide stability when steering.
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The BERG Street-X is a tough and unique go-kart. With this product you 
steer by moving your entire body, a unique feeling.

BERG STREET-X
Steering by moving your body

Pneumatic tyres for a 
comfortable ride

Steer by moving your body

With the BFR you brake 
using the coaster brake 
and you can ride in reverse 
when at a standstill

Adjustable seat

Weight product: 23.5 kg 
Weight product: 25.5 kg

Box size (cm) 25x76x96

EAN-CODE: 8715839061079

24.10.00.01

age

4 12
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BERG STREET-X ACCESSORIES

Super sharp turns just
like on the bike!

Steering by moving your body

Accessory Article Product weight Product weight 
+ Box

Box size 
in CM

BERG Flag support 56.09.03.00 ? kg ? kg 5x5x10

BERG Flag 50.99.42.01 ? kg ? kg 2x2x100
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BERG STREET-X DATA
Steering by moving your body

* All dimensions in cm
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BERG STREET-X DATA

Super sharp turns just
like on the bike!

Steering by moving your body

General
Recommended age 4 - 12 years
Max user height 170 cm
Max user weight 60 kg
Parental supervision necessary Yes
Safety mark CE
Assembly time ±30 min

Physical characteristics
Length 117 cm
Width 76 cm
Height 65 cm

Warranty
Frame 2 years
Parts 2 years
Tyres 0 years

Packaging
Dimensions 25x76x96 cm
Cardboard in packaging 3.5 kg
Synthetic material in packaging 0.25 kg
Hardboard in packaging 0 kg
Number on Euro pallet 12 pieces

Technical characteristics
Gears N.A.
Tyre type Pneumatic
Frame material Steel

Forward and backward Yes
Braking system BFR
Parking brake N.A.
Transmission BFR
Ball bearings Yes
Swing axle No
Adjustable seat Yes
Adjustable steering wheel No
Trailer connection No

* This information is subject to change and may vary
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